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tElevision and nuclear power and the United Nations were knoti,rn .

Now if we project this illustration one month into the future,

,,at is until the end of this century, I suggest to you that the single,

~ost remarkable development will be what Nehru has referred to as the

,revolution of rising expectations" . It is truly a revolution, gaining

ts revolutionary impetus from the deepest aspirations of the huma n

r:i.rit and relying for its progress upon the scientific and technologica

ools created by the immense scientific progress of this century .

I have no crystal ball for predicting the future but I think

ne fact can be seen reasonably clearly . By the end of this present

~ntury the gap between the rich nations and the poor nations ~,rill

ithn-r have been bor will have develo ed into an unbridgeabl e~ bridged p _

.hasn. I believe that the character of our age will be judged in

J~ r b y m~ e r i_sto y y ~,nn in ~nc ch we resolve this re la t ionship . In hi s

~ook, "Adventures of Ideas", the philosopher, Alfred North Whitehead,

put it this way -

"Every age has its character, determined by the way

its populations react to the material events which they

encounter . This reaction is determined by their basic beliefs -

by their hopes, their fears, their judgments of what is

:srortht.rhile . They may rise to the greatness of an opportunity,

seizing its drama, perfecting its art, exploiting its

adventure, mastering intellectually and physically the network

of relations that constitutes the very being of the age . On

the other hand, they may collapse before the perplexities

confronting them . How they act depends partly on their

courage, partly on their intellectual grasp" .

There is no doubt that immense strides have been t1-ken in our

t,;llectual grrisp of the problems of international development in th e

t decade . An impressive amount of scholarly research has been done .

ny universities, both in the United St-tes and in Canada, have

I ,Ivsloped programmes in international and development economics and in
I .
`zlan, AfricGn and Latin American studies . In fact, the last decade

S * p i e d e d bl ff I. t e t in s s e a very n acom.~ e e or amongs som sec ors n %J L"
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